
SECRET
SUBJECT: RUDKO, Mihail° (Nychajle)

PIC Pilis'ebeck

1. SUBJECT was engaged in KPD activities and had applied for
memberehip in the KPD , =REMO (Feb. 49 S-3)

2. SUBJECT was one of a group of Displaced Persons in1BNUMBEW
area who voluntarily attended a meeting at KPD headquarters composed of DiepLunmi
Persons who wore desirous of joining the KPD and who were organised for enroll-
melt into the DD. An Army officer of the Soviet Repatriation Nission was
listed as the person for wham they would eventually work. ( Feb. 49 11-3)

3. SUBJECT is believed to have lived in the Displaced Person.
CAW, P11425, as a Pele under the assumed:lams of flu SOBOTKO. (15 kir 46 no
evaluation). A check of 80130TKO was conducted with negative revolts.

4. SUBJECT is reported to have been a eamp leader of WARM
Kaserne =di:somber of the BANDERA Parigrand one to be notified to carryout
fature.plans if the OUB/B (Organisation of %Mitten Nationalists - AMEBA),
endue reported to have been a member of the Oman Army (Undated Amorelusted).

5. SUBJECT sus rejected for immigration to the U.S. by the •
U.S. Displaced Persons Comadanken under Section 13 of Public Law 774. (28 Jun.,
49 -A-1).

**********
1D EUCONfiles indicatecthat ID transmitted a letter to Combined Travel Board
ZE Wray 1950 recomeauling that one Bychaile RUDKO be included on the Travel
Restriction List. ID te anworandna for Record is as follows:

*MID is (was) a member of, or participated in, a movement which
is (was) hostile to the U.S. or its farm of government as reported
to lashington on 5 du1,7 1949 by the EUropean Coordinator. On 10
February 1.950 the C1C made a second report on Subject which etates
that he had voluntarily attended a meeting of the KED in 1NeagOurg
stick was compoeed of Dil le who were desirous of joining the 1PD.
The applicant is suspected of having been a member of the Bander*
Party°.	 4

********* **

CID files revealed that Subject was refused a visa, as per list dated 13 Jtkp 1949.
Ego, that helms refused emigration per DP list 45/13.
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